
EGALIAN 1_ AS THE "NEW RELIGION" & ETHICS: SAME-SEX SEX 

For Anna Montrose, age 22, the BOTTOM-LINE ultimite-definitive-defining-guiding 
value (& therefore philosophy & religion) is equality.  ("Responsible dictionaries" 
have that "hyphenated adjective," the noun having multiple metaphorical meanings 
extended from the balance-sheet denotatum. P197 WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY OF ENG-
LISH USAGE [Merriam/Webster/89].) This Thinksheet is a commentary of a radio in-
terview (on p2) of her. 

4,  1 	What's left out (of the interview, possibly also of Anr3s life)? God (religion), 
society, history (especially the hetercmarriage norm of "Western civilization....West- 	(Wk 
ern society." It's what you leave out that wrecks you. Love is left out! 	 S 
2 	In context, what did Anna add when she got to college? Dating & bisexual sex 
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("sex" meaning inter-personal genital activity). 

3 	Of +/- ethical sanctions (incentives), which are stronger in Anna's behavior? > 
The strongest positive sanction is decisional openness: evil is anything crimping free- 
dom of choice. The strongest negative sanction is 	inequality, the taboo against 
discriminatory (higher/lower, superior/inferior, right/wrong, insider/outsider) behav- 

.41 1% ior in thought or action. 	
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Li 	Anna views sexual preference as a defect because it violates openness, torquing li 

toward a particular segment of the sex-pool in one's search for the next sexual encou- 
g•• ter & thus necessarily discriminating against (treating unequally) the other segments. 	VP 

So, she said (in McGill U.'s newspaper) "I no longer have the easy certainty of pin- 
ning my sexual desire to one gender and never the other": her openness is bisexual. 
Says the interviewer, she's "a fine example of the type of thinking and behavior a 
homosexuality-celebrating culture [my underlining]--such as that at our universities--
produces." Societal result? Says the interviewer, "there will inevitably be a major g.11,1 E: 
increase in same-sex sex. People do sexually (as in other areas) what society allows 
and especially what it honors." This assigning equal honor/dignity to homo- & hetero- 1 . 5-' 
sex is a radical departure in mores & culture & is "perhaps the most important argu- (4. 7D- -7. 
ment against same-sex marriage." 	 6 g C g 
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6 	So, with (hetero-)"marriage" societally diluted by granting equal status-dignity 
to committed how-coupling, did Anna's high view of "marriage" survive college? 
Hardly: "I'm...not against marriage; I mean you get insurance benefits by getting 
married so I can defintely see a case where I would get married....And tax benefits 
as well. It's very convenient." 

6 	My guess is that Anna prefers hetero-sex, but to say so would violate egalianity .cn 
--so, when asked whether hetero- & homo-sex are "equally meaningful," she responds 
only that "ti-Ney are...both meaningful." 

7 	Anna's egalianity is wider & deeper than the gay lobby's propaganda for equality 
of opportunity & dignity based on equality of sexual-preference fixity: the determin-
ant, she believes, is nurture, not nature. The nurture view expands the area of 
freedom to choose, but choice should reside in the individual: society should not do 
the choosing, to tilt toward a particular sexual preference: as for hetero- or homo-
"marriage," she says "one is as good as the other": freedom of committed coupling 
both stems from & is supported by equality: "other possibilities" than male-female 
bonding are "equally good." Male-female love is "one of many options." Anna's 
thorough-going reading of equality into nature, society, & the individual chooser is 
what I call "egalianity." 

5 	Anna has been victimized by the gay lobby's language inflation. She grew up 
in a culture not of firm but of "rigid heterosexuality." To suggest heterosexuality 
is to "force" it on children. Any such suggesting is "coercion." She thinks even 
"hoping" to marry is "deciding": "I'm not sure what the difference is." Further, 
"hope would imply that that would be ideal" (& the very idea of the ideal discriminates 
against [i.e., treats as inferior] the options). So "I'm not going to say that getting 
married would be ideal": ideality stgggests normality, being normal, norms, which the 
gay lobby denounces as homophobic.' 
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College taught her not to be a heterosexual 

By Dennis Prager 

Perhaps the most 
important argument against same-sex marriage is that once 
society honors same-sex sex as it does man-woman sex, 
there will inevitably be a major increase in same-sex sex. 
People do sexually (as in other areas) what society allows and 
especially what it honors. 

One excellent example illustrating this is an article recently written in the McGill 
University newspaper by McGiN student Anna Montrose. In it, she wrote: 

"It's hard to go through four years of a Humanities BA. reading Foucault and 
Butler and watching The L Wore and keep your rigid heterosexuality intact. I 
don't know when it happened exactly, but it seems I no longer have the easy 
certainty of pinning my sexual desire to one gender and never the other." 

(Michel Foucault is a major French "postmodem" philosopher; Judith Butter is a 
prominent "gender theorist" at UC Berkeley; and "The L-Word" is a popular TV 
drama about glamorous lesbians.) 

I interviewed Anna Montrose, a bright and articulate 22-year-old woman, on my 
syndicated radio show. She is a fine example of the type of thinking and behavior 
a homosexuality-celebrating culture — such as that at our universities — 
produces. 

The following are selected excerpts, edited for reasons of space, from that 
interview. 

DP: Prior to attending university you had your 'rigid heterosexuality' intact. Is that 

correct? 

AM: I think that that's pretty fair to say. 

DP: So you and I both believe that how people behave sexually, including which 
sex they will engage with sexually, is largely determined by society and not by 
nature. 

AM: Yeah, I completely agree. 

DP: Gay rights activists say the opposite. They say that whether you act 
homosexually or not is fixed; and I don't believe it's fixed necessarily at all and 
neither do you. 

AM: But I think that [the activistsl argument has a political purpose, which is to 
counter the argument that heterosexuality is fixed. 

DP: I agree with you. But we both think that they're not telling the truth for the 
sake of making a political argument. 

Since we both agree that largely whom we have sex with and sexual behavior 
generally are culturally determined, the only question is: Would we like culture to 
determine [these things] one way or the other? I think 'yes' and you think 'not'. I 
have a heterosexual preference because my values tell me that male/female love 
is the ideaL You don't think it's the ideal. Is that fair? 

AM: I think that it's one of many options. 

DP: It's not necessarily a good thing to teach heterosexual behavior as the ideal? 

AM: Yeah. 

DP: You didn't know you were sexually attracted to women until you went to 
university? You had lived 18 years and thought you were only sexually attracted 
to males. 

AM: That's true, but I also had never had a boyfriend either. I didn't date — 

DP: Whether one has a boyfriend or girtfriend is very different from what one 
wants to have and where one's sexual fantasies lie. 

AM: Yeah, that's completely true. 

DP: All I'm saying about sexual choices is that society has a deep impact on 

* Elliott note: I would revise this to 
H not entirely by nature." 

sexual choices including whether it's same sex or opposite sex. So my whole 
position is: Thousands of years of Western civilization preferring male-female 
bonding leading to marriage and family is a good thing, and Anna feels that its a 
bad thing. Is that totally fair? Or am I putting words in your mouth? 

AM: I don't think it's necessarily preferable. I think that people should be able to 
make their own choices. 

DP: So one is as good as the other 

AM: Yeah. 

DP: So you're saying that for thousands of years, Western society has been 
wrong for preferring male-female marital bonding. 

AM: I only think it's wrong in that it limits other possibilities, which are equally 
good. 

DP: So it is wrong to tell people, wrong to tell little girls, to suggest in any way, 
subtiy or non-subtly, that they should grow up and many a boy? 

AM: Yeah, I don't think that you should force anyone into — 

DP: You said 'forced,' I just said 'suggest.' 

AM: How would you just gently tell someone? 

DP: By saying, for example, "Well, are you going to many Jerry or Tony'?" 
instead of, "Are you going to many Jerry or Barbara?" 

AM: I think that the coercion is on a sort of deeper level. 

DP: So you feel it's [coercion] to suggest to a girl only male options for marriage? 

AM: Right. 

DP: Have you acted upon your new revelation of not being a rigid heterosexual? 

AM: What do you mean 'acted on'? 

DP: Well, had sexual contact with females. 

AM: I guess I have, yeah. 

DP: Have you had with a male? 

AM: I had. I had a boyfriend for a year. 

DP: Is there any difference or are they both equally meaningful to you? 

AM: Well, there is definitely a difference, but they are also both meaningful. 

DP: At this point, do you hope to marry one day? 

AM: I haven't really decided on that. 

DP: You don't even have that hope? You haven't decided on the hope? I asked if 
you hoped, not if you decided. 

AM: Do I hope to many? I don't know if I'm going to many or not. 

DP: I didn't ask if you knew; I was asking if you're hoping. 

AM: I'm not sure what the difference is. 

DP: I hope to win the lottery, but I don't expect to. There is a very big difference. 
So I'm asking if you hoped to. 

AM: Well, hope would imply that that would be ideal. But I'm not going to say that 
getting married would be ideal. But I'm also not against marriage; I mean you get 
insurance benefits by getting married so I can definitely see a case where I would 
get married. 

DP: For insurance benefits? 

AM: Yeah. 

DP: That's why you would marry? 

AM: And tax benefits as well. Ifs very convenient. 
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